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to start things off, i will say that skyrim is a really great game. its a great experience, but it is very
limited in some areas. now that you've read that, let's look at the games. these are some of the flaws i

noticed in dragons dogma: - the ai is terrible in the game. sometimes it gets stuck and it is impossible to
get away from enemies because they keep chasing you. sometimes you have to fight them from the
start and it is impossible to avoid their attacks. once the ai gets a hold of you, they will not let you go

until you are dead. this means that if you get hit, you will be unable to use any item that requires use to
fight it. it's also very easy to get lost. i recommend following the journal at all times, and you will be able
to get to any part of the map without any problem. the only part where this isn't necessary is the parts

where you are in the elven lands. for most of the game the journal will be needed, unless you can get to
the elves without killing any of the dragons. - the combat system in this game is in no way like it was in
skyrim. in skyrim you are presented with a combat system that is designed to teach you all you need to
know about combat and not present you with a new option to experiment with. in this game, there is no

such thing. there is a single combat system. there is no dodge rolling, no other systems, there is one
button. it doesn't even work like skyrim's combat system. in skyrim the first button you press was to

attack, and the second button was to dodge. in this game, the first button you press is to attack and the
second button is to dodge, and you can only have one of them down at a time. so you can use that

button to do multiple things, but it's really hard to switch between attacking and dodging (with a single
button, you have to hold the button to switch between the two) without accidentally making your attacks
non-damaging. - the combat and the ai are also very bad in this game, and make it nearly impossible to
beat the game at any sort of challenge. - the ai gets stuck most of the time. if you get in a fight with a

dragon and it gets stuck, it will hit you a few times before it moves on. if you are standing on something
that doesn't have an animation, it will stand there and wait until you can stand up again. you can't jump
and you can't run to get away from it. you can't use any items. it's hard to explain, but it's really bad. -

the climbing system in this game is terrible. first off, you can't climb up and down things. you have to use
a rope to get to places where you can climb. second, even with a rope, it's difficult to climb, and it's also
difficult to get out of tight spots. you can't climb up and down large ledges. you can climb up and down

steep slopes, but not steep cliffs. - the world of this game is poorly designed. you can't even go to a
location before you have a quest that takes you there. sometimes you can get to a location, but it's not

necessary to go there. there is also the whole "being at level x" thing. you need to be at a certain level to
see certain things. that means that if you want to fight a dragon at a certain level, you can't just go to a

location and fight it.
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